Winter vacation Assignment
Class: 12
Sub: Accountancy
1. The standard output in a day of eight hours is 48 units. The piece rate is Rs. 3.
A and B work for 100 and 90 hours respectively.
Required: Monthly earning of A and B
Ans : 1,800 1,620
2. The following particulars are given:
Wage rate …………Rs. 2 per hour output of x …….. 50 units
Time rate …………..30 minutes output of y ………. 60 units
Required: total wages payable to x and y by using Time rate system.
3. The following information are provided to you
Normal daily usage………..1.500 units
Maximum daily
usage……….1, 700 units
Minimum daily usage……..1.300 units
Reorder
Quantity………………12,000units
Economic order quantity ……….. 12,000 units
Lead time ……..6to
10 days
Required: a. re-order level
b. Maximum stock level c.
Minimum stock level d. Average stock levels
a 17,000
b.
21, 200
c. 5,000
d. 13,100
4. From the following information calculate EOQ and ordinary cost
per order
Annual need = 10,000units
Holding cost = 15% of cost per unit
Cost per unit = Rs 10
Number of order at EOQ= 5 times
o= Rs 300
5. Consider the following information
Raw materials purchased ……Rs 70,000

Indirect material…………………………….Rs. 500
Salary –office ………………………2,500
Wages-Direct
………………………………….90, 000
- Salesman………………….2000
Indirect……………………………….10, 000
Carriage inward…………………….5, 000
Other factory expenses……………………..5,700
Other office expenses……………900
Advertisement…………………………………..3,000
Manager’s remuneration…….12, 000
Travelling expenses…………………………….1, 100
Rent and taxes…....- Factory…5,000
Freight outward………………………………….1, 000
- Office……5, 00
sales…………………………………………………….2, 50,000
Depreciation- Machinery…..1,500
Advance income tax paid……………………..15,000
- Office furniture..100
The manager has the overall charge of the company and his
remuneration is to be allocated as Rs. 4,000 to the factory, Rs,
2,000to the office and Rs. 6,000 to the selling operations.
From the above particulars prepare the statement showing
(a) Prime cost 1,65,000 (b) Factory cost 1 , 91 , 700 © cost of
production 1,97,700 (d) cost of sales 210,800
(b) Net profit 39,200
6. Following are the store transactions for the month of June
June 1 : opening balance
700 units @ Rs. 10 each
4 : purchased 300units @ 9 each
12: Issued
500 units
15: Returned from department 50 units
20: purchased 200 units @ Rs. 10
30 : Issued 450 units

Required: store ledger under LIFO method Ans 300 @ 10 =
3,000
Manufacturing company supplies the following information of a
month;
Wages rate per hour …………………….Rs. 16.50
Daily working hours ……………………….. 8 hours
No of day in a monthly……………………….25 days.
Required: Total wages earned by a worker Ans : Rs 300
The time allowed for one unit of output is 20 minutes. The hourly
wages rate is Rs. 180 per hour. A worker produced 10 units.
Required: Total earning by the workers ANS: 600
The weekly working hours in a factory is 48 hours and a worker
works 40 weeks, on average, during year. The wage rate per unit is
10 . And the production units per hour is 20.
ANS: Rs 3, 84, 000
Normal wages rate per hour……………………..Ras.15
Overtime wage rate ………………………….two times of normal rate.
Daily working hours ……………………8hrs.
Total earning of a worker in a particular day…………….Rs 180
Required ( a) overtime hours (b) total time worked Ans 2 hrs
10 hrs
You are provided the following information for the period ended
31st chaitra 2069
Raw materials ……..Rs 40,000
Factory cleaning…. 5 00
Legal expenses……400
Productive wages…31,000
sundry office expenses…200
rent of warehouse…300
Unproductive wages..10,500
Estimating expenses (
works)…800 Depreciation on..
Factory rent and taxes …7,500
factory stationary……………….750
-Plantmachinery..2,000
Factory lighting …………2,200
Office stationary ……………….900
office building…1,000

Factory heating …………1,500
Factory loose tools written
off….600 Delivery van…200
Motive power…………….4,400
Rent and taxes
(office)………………500 Advertising……400
Haulage (works) ………..3,000
Water supply
works)………………..1,200 salesman salary..1,500
Director’s fees (works) ….1,000
Factory
insurance……………………..1,100
Hire of deliveryvan.2,500
Director’s fees ( office)……2,000
office
insurance………………………….500
Bank charges….50
Commission on sales …….1,500
The total output for the period was 30,000 units.
Required: (a) cost sheet
(b) cost per unit
1,20,000
Rs.4
The standard output in a day of eight hours is 48 units . The
piece rate is Rs. 3 . A a.nd B worked for 100 and 90 hours
respectively.
Required: monthly earning of A and B
Ans : 1,800 1,26 0
Following information are provided in respect of wages
Time allowed for 10 units of product: 1 hour
Hourly rate: Rs.40 per hour
Production per day – Mahila 55 units, Kancha 62 units
Required: wages payable to Mahila and Kancha for one day by using
piece rate system
Ans: 220 and 248
************ The End *******

Grade: XII
Subject: Economics
VACATION ASSIGNMENT
1. Well-developed banking system is a necessary
country. Do you agree? Justify your answer.
2. Prepare a report incorporating:
i.
Total revenue and expenditure of your province of
past fiscal year.

ii.

List out the headings of revenue and expenditure

.

3. What is free trade? Explain its features.
4. Visit your community and indentify the features of

poor people living in the community. What measures
do you suggest for the solutions of poor people’s
problems? Explain.
5. Is foreign employment in Nepal beneficial? Justify

.

your answer with examples

Malpi International School
Grade XII
Winter Holidays Assignment
Subject: Business Studies
Full Marks: 100
Students are required to give their answer in their own words as far as
practicable. Each question carries 20 marks and will be awarded based on
your reasoning to the cases.All these case studies have to be hand written
in a separate sheet of paper and submitted in the class. No late
submissions will be accepted.
Question 1.
After completing a course in travel and tourism, Bidhit started his own
travel agency. In order to ensure smooth functioning of his business, he
decided to create fourteen job positions divided into four departments on
the basis of functions namely, front office department including online
queries, reservations department for airways, railways and roadways,
accommodation booking department, and securing payments
department. In order to avoid any interdepartmental conflicts he decides
to specify clearly the lines of authority and areas of responsibility for each
job position.
In the context of the above case:
Which function of management is being described in the above lines?

Identify the framework created by Bidhit within which all managerial and
operating tasks are to be performed in hisorganisation.
Name the type of the framework as identified in part (1) of the question.
Also, give any two of its advantages.
Question 2.
Saurayaka works as a Marketing Manager in a small company. The
company has recently launched a new brand of room fresheners through
aggressive promotion. However, the product is less in demand and its
sales are low. Saurayakadecides to study the reasons for the poor
likability of the product through a market research. Keeping in view the
volume of work, she knows it will be impractical for her to handle it all by
herself. In order to share her work, she deploys a team of executives. She
gives them the necessary authority and assigns them the responsibility to
conduct the research and report back to her so that she can make the
decisions.
In the context of the above case:
Identify and explain the concept used by Saurayaka to share her work and
authority with her subordinates.
Question 3.
Anmol joins as a Regional Sales Head in the export division of a FMCG
(fast moving consumer goods) company. In a departmental meeting, he
asks one of this subordinates, Chirayu, to take charge of the company’s
new office in Dubai. He allocates the work to him and grants the
necessary authority. However, within a month by seeking regular

feedback on the extent of work accomplished from Chirayu, Anmol
realizes that Chirayu is not doing the work as per his expectations. So he
takes away the authority delegated to him and re-delegates the work to
Raadh. Due to the time wasted in this switch over, the work at the Dubai
office suffers tremendously and the company is not able to meet its
desired goals.
In context of the above case:
Why is Chirayu supposed to give regular feedback about work to Anmol?
Can the authority granted to a subordinate be taken back and redelegated to another person?
Can Chirayu be held responsible for not meeting the work related
expectations of Anmol? Give a suitable reason in support of your answer.
Differentiate between authority, responsibility and accountability on the
basis of origin and flow.
Question 4.
Sandeep is working as a sales manager in a publishing house. In order the
promote the new series of encyclopedias, the company decides to
undertake door to door selling in the city. As the sales manager, Sandeep
is given the target of selling 5000 units in one month. He appoints a team
of five salesmen for the purpose. Each salesman is given the target of
selling 1000 units. At the end of the month only 4800 units are sold as
one of the salesman, Biyon, falls ill during the last week and is able to sell
only 800 units.
In the context of the above case:

Will Sandeep be still accountable for the performance of the assigned
tasks to Biyon? Why or why not? Give a suitable reason to support your
answer.
Question 5.
Dipson joins as a Head Librarian of a newly constructed medical college in
Pokhara. A team of four librarians is placed under him for the smooth
functioning of the library. Besides, he has been assigned eight people as
support service staff. On the second day of his joining, he is told get a
shipment of new books unloaded, stock the bookshelves, and then get all
waste (packaging, paper etc.) disposed off within a week’s time. In order
to ensure orderliness and speed in the process of setting up of the library,
he makes each of the four librarians in charge of five different subjects.
Keeping in mind their competence and experience he decides to give
them more authority so that they can make autonomous plans and
assume the responsibility for the effective implementation of their
decisions.
In context of the above case:
Identify and explain the concept used by Dipson keeping in mind the
competence and experience of the other librarians.
Describe briefly any three advantages of using the concept as identified in
part (a) of the question.
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Read the text in Page 22
Page No. 24: Way with words A
“Social Media: Its Influence and Control over People’s Lives
Page No. 25: Comprehension A and B
Write an essay in about 300 words on ANY ONE of the following topics:
a) There are different schools of thought regarding the social media. Some people see the benefits while
others see problems in them. What are your observations? Explain the advantages and disadvantages
of the social media giving your position in it.

b) What is cyber bullying? What are its effects? How can it be stopped?
Read the given text in Page 31
Page No. 36: Way with words A and B
The contribution of the Qin Dynasty in Chinese history and
Page No. 37: Comprehension A and B
culture.
Write an email to your friend living abroad stating the contributions of Prithvi
Narayan Shah in the unification of Nepal
Project Work
Find the similarities and differences between the Qin Dynasty in China and the Rana
Regime. You can search information on the internet and prepare a comparative chart.
Once you complete your project, compare it with the charts from your friends.
Read the text in Page 22
Page No. 46: Way with Words A and B
Read the given text on Page 42, “The Looking Glass”
Page No 48: Comprehension A
Read the text in Page 53
Page No. 57: Way with Words A
“You May Scoff”
Page No 58/59: Comprehension A and B
Write and essay in about 300 words on ANY ONE of the following topics:
a) Yoga can be good to stay physically and mentally healthy. Do you practice any yoga? Write an essay on
the benefits of yoga.
b) How can a person be mentally healthy? Provide tips to a person to stay mentally fresh and healthy
Project Work
“Eat Healthy Stay Healthy” is the slogan to keep oneself healthy and active. Here are some sources of healthy
food: BERRIES, FRUITS, VEGETABLES, GRAINS, LENTILS and NUTS. Research the benefits of these food items
and prepare a PowerPoint Presentation.
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